Quotation Notice

OPTO/P-27/2012

Quotations are invited for the following items in the Department of Optoelectronics, University of Kerala, Kariavattom, Thiruvananthapuram.

DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

- 500 MHz/ 200MHz Bandwidth on all Four Channels
- 1GS/S Real Time and 25GS/s Equivalent Time Sampling
- 500K Points Memory Length
- Large 5.6" TFT Colour LCD Display for Comfortable view of Signals
- U USB Printer and Flash Drive Support
- RS-232 Interface
- Battery Operation (Optional)
- Auto Set for Comfortable View of Unknown Signal
- Save Setup for 20 Measurement Setup and 24 Sets of Waveform
- Sweep Time 1ns to 10sec/divSB Host / Device Interface

The firms who wish to supply the items are requested to submit the quotation in sealed cover to the undersigned on or before 18.03.2013.

Kariavattom,

06.03.2013.